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“We have now sunk to a depth at which the restatement of the obvious is the first duty of intelligent men.”
Eric Arthur Blair (George Orwell) – British writer and journalist.
Brazil has gone “bankrupt”, and its resurgence

melancholy. Is Minister Paulo Guedes a new Joaquim

towards a developed nation, in all aspects, goes,

Levy, although in different circumstances? Will Paulo

fundamentally,

economic

Guedes let fate guide the situations he must “adapt” to

equation. Our President seems to give less and less

that are absolutely beyond his purposes, or will he

importance to this, either to undermine the essential

summon the courage his team always displayed? How

foundations of Paulo Guedes' liberal plan, or to give

anamorphic does a Minister's professional character and

greater attention to issues of his popularity. In fact, the

personality have to be to adjust to the “greater good” of

Commander-in-Chief embraces “democratic populism” by

the country? Worse yet: do we already have a Nelson

through

rebalancing

the

taking the least promising paths,

Barbosa on duty to replace him?

the

are

It does not seem reasonable to

already being felt: he’s moved

suppose that in the event that

away from the economic core,

our best Minister resigns, we will

eroded institutional controls and

trade “six of one for half a dozen

dodged

of the other”. Why so? To please

reflexes

of

all

regarding

which

accountability
his

campaign

the

financial

market?

Very

promises. It is all premature and

difficult, it would be better to

very disappointing.

hold the banner of democratic

In this line, Minister Paulo
Guedes

has

been

facing

populism, even though theorists
claim

total

incompatibility

successive defeats. The most

between

important of all, unequivocally,

democracy... as much as liberal

vis-à-vis the President, is to

and developmental policies are

leave center stage and give in

likewise. In addition, the forces

to

of

on duty would not let the

developmentalists and a certain

opportunity pass, and the siren’s

“heterodoxy”,

song could be irresistible for

the

chants
which

never

populism

who

have

and

worked in this country. There is

those

already

no lack of those who disagree

launched the 2022 campaign.

with the liberal agenda, sometimes because of intellectual

Maktub! Guedes' fate seems settled, and for the second

conviction, sometimes because they want the return of

time we can “waste” another Chicago-Boy. It is truly a pity

the old ways. Bolsonaro has waved to both and, despite

that Brazil abuses its luck time and again.

the partial exodus of the economic team, Paulo Guedes
attempts to get around the situation.

With this gloomy scenario staring at us, it is difficult
to continue reaffirming the obvious. However, we continue

This ongoing flexibilization finds precedent in

to bet on the wisdom of the administration. In particular,

recent history, including another Chicago-Boy, with

regarding the approval of Budget Proposal for 2021 (PLOA

disastrous results for Brazil. Joaquim Levy, as Minister of

2021) recently sent to Congress, as an instrument that still

Finance of Dilma Rousseff, was also a hope amid the

protects the minimum guidelines and standards informing

misfortune of that administration. He tried to circumvent

a sustainable economic policy. Although incomplete, may

the various attacks and absurdities, inviting hostilities

this PLOA 2021 be not the ultimate effort of those who

against his stance, until he stepped down with some

need to keep our “economic oracle” in his post.
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The financial market in August presented a more
"lukewarm"

performance,

without

major

bumps

can and should be implemented to mitigate this effect.

or

The cash-transfer program Renda Brasil and a whole set

highlights. As a result, the Ibovespa dropped 3.44%,

of assistance programs (income transfer programs)

making for a 14.07% drop so far. The yield curve (ETTJ)

currently underway should be reviewed. However, only

displayed varied movements in maturities, with DI1F21 and

with the recovery of the economy, and ensuing job

DI1F25 showing different oscillations with respect to July,

creation, both formal and informal, will we be able to

when comparing the differences between highs and lows

change this situation. Especially due to the restriction

within the month: low for DI1F21 and high for the DI1F25,

imposed on jobs, this safety net is essential and a less

being 0.185 and 1.04 points, respectively. DI1F21 ended the

traumatic transition to job recovery.

month at 2.015%, with a minimum of 1.845%, and DI1F25 fell

These aids and especially all the impact generated

by 5.91%, with a floor of 5.16%. The Brazil risk, as measured

by COVID-19 on public finances, are today but a specter of

by the 5-year CDS, practically remained unchanged at its

the proper fiscal management in Brazil. With an absolutely

closing quote at 215 points, a small change of 2 points,

rigid budget (only 6% free), the challenge leaves no doubt

which did not prevent the advance of the final dollar rate

about the way forward. The State does not have the

(Ptax),

which

money to spend, it

ended the month

needs

at

forward

BRL

5.471

representing

an

for

move

with

privatization

approximately 5%
change,

to

public

the

its
and

utilities
concessions

second

agenda,

consecutive

respect

month.

fiscal anchor: the

Certain that

and
its

Expenditure

the worst is behind

The

last
Cap.

situation

is

us and that the economic recovery is underway, the Q2

quite daunting, for even with the merits of drawing

GDP was the worst in the time series, which started in

coherent perspectives such as GDP growth, minimum

1996. In line with our forecasts, but higher than expected

wage without real correction (the opposite would be a

by the market, the 9,7% contraction will cause the most

disaster for employment), etc., the PLOA 2021 presented

pessimistic to reevaluate their projections downwards,

seems unrealistic since it does not include any pandemic-

and the most optimistic (trend of the last few weeks) to

related aid (it is unlikely that there will be no need for

recalibrate their expectations upwards. Several short-term

resources in 2021), while also leaving out the Renda Brasil

leading indicators continue to signal likely improvements,

(difficult to imagine that the reformulation results in no

notably the confidence indices. We continue to depend

expenditure increase in the end), among others. This is the

on an effective vaccine that can effectively promote a

reason why administrative reforms (stalled by the

healthy and permanent return to the workforce, reducing

President for months) and tax reforms (with no evolution in

a new wave of virus spread. The level of employment

negotiation

gradually “improves”, although the unemployment rate,

Everything is interconnected and is of high importance for

for reasons of methodology, can frustrate the fleeting joy,

expectations management and, therefore, of the State's

because when the cuts on emergency aid disbursements

“solvency”. Coordinating and managing the public debt is

and effective job search kick in, the reflection in the index

already becoming a nuisance, as investors ask for

will be felt. Obviously, other complementary measures

increasingly larger premiums for longer maturities or

to

this

date) cannot wait any

longer.
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impose their short-term bias - the two very poor

more forceful reflexes in market indicators. The ambition

alternatives for the government.

of the economic agenda is contaminated by the populist

Monetary Policy, in turn, continues to prescribe

turn, in flagrant dissonance of what is expected by

more of the same, since the Selic is already at a

economists and market analysts. Evaluations, therefore,

stimulating level, truly a floor whose reflexes on the

increasingly suggest prudence and a capital-preserving

economy will take some time to run their full course.

attitude. Designing and rebalancing portfolios, at this

Furthermore, inflation for this year and the next is

moment, require extreme professionalism and verification

absolutely anchored (below target actually), and with a

of the investors’ appetite for risk - in the absence of both,

cooled demand, Brazilian Central Bank's fears of non-

conservatism is the way to go!

compliance with its mandate are very low. In exchange

Worldwide, countries are struggling to return to

rate policy, the monetary authority returned to normal:

normal activity, while fears of a new wave of contagion

several interventions in the

have

market. It does not seem to

Europe,

the

have had an effect, as the

beginning

to

price

weight to the importance of

has

risen

and

volatility looms very high.

seem,

at

subsided.
ECB
give

In
is

more

the side effects of keeping
monetary

Financial markets in
Brazil

not

Stimulus

this

policy
has

so

lax.

limits

and

moment, to disregard the

public debt may end up

enormous risk presented

affecting

by our fiscal imbalances.

monetary policies. In China,

The expenses subject to

different from

the constitutional cap are,

been seen in the west,

as presented in PLOA 2021,

where the GDP Q2 ranged

within the limit of the rule

from -9.1% in the USA, -9.7%

that

in Germany and -18.5% in

established

the

CBs

and

their

what has

spending limit. The discomfort to roll over the public debt

Spain, down to -27.2% in Peru, Chinese buoyant economic

is already so great that even our ideas (and that of several

activity in the same period was +11.5%. The contrast

economists and academics) at the beginning of the crisis

matches the size of some countries’ indignation, given the

of taking advantage of the positive impact of the currency

origin of the virus and the country's early response to the

devaluation on our foreign reserves market value in order

outbreak.

to finance the anti-pandemic efforts, ignored and unused,

In world politics, the announcement of the

now they are to free the management of this “constraint”.

resignation of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has the

Pricing for a more adverse scenario, in case of non-

potential to jeopardize the country's political stability,

compliance with the Expenses Cap, will necessarily be a

depending on his successor. However, the subject that

higher probability for greater slope in the yield curve and a

takes shape and reflects on the planet is the US

more undervalued stock market.

presidential race. Joe Biden sees Trump narrowing the

The fundamental assessment the market makes of

gap strongly and joins to the fight. The current Democratic

current events results from assumptions and political and

Party, filled with "radical" voices, does not resemble that of

economic expectations that, combined, do not seem to

JFK. It is difficult for Americans to accept such a change.

endorse an optimistic scenario, although, perhaps due to

However, we live in different times, imponderable... in any

the avalanche of local and foreign incentives, preempted

case the Trump tsunami is coming.
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DISCLAIMER
This material has been prepared by Redwood Administração de Recursos LTDA. (Redwood) and is for
information purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation for investment, offer or solicitation of
an offer to acquire securities or any financial instrument. The information, opinions, estimates and projections
refer to the present date and may contain information about future events and these projections / estimates
are subject to risks and uncertainties related to factors that exceed our ability to control or estimate accurately,
such as market competitive environment, fluctuations of currency value and inflation, changes in regulatory
and governmental entities, as well as other aspects that may differ materially from those projected without
prior notice. The information herein contained is based on the best available information collected from public,
official or credible sources, which we believe to be reliable and of good faith. However, they have not been
independently verified and, neither express nor implied warrant is given as regards their accuracy. We are not
responsible for any omissions or errors, and even as we have taken all precautions to ensure that the
information contained herein is not false or misleading, Redwood is not responsible for its accuracy or
completeness. The opinions expressed solely reflect our opinions at the moment. We reserve the right at any
time to buy or sell such securities. These projections and estimates should not be construed as a guarantee of
future performance. Redwood undertakes no obligation to publish any revisions or update such projections
and estimates in light of events or circumstances that may occur after the date of this document. This material
is provided for the exclusive use of its recipients and its contents may not be reproduced, redistributed,
published or copied in any form, in whole or in part, without the express permission of Redwood.
©2020 Redwood Administração de Recursos LTDA. All rights reserved.
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